
Redmine - Defect #18032

Continued numbered lists (#_) are not working as the textile syntax expects

2014-10-04 23:06 - Michel Behr

Status: New Start date:  

Priority: Normal Due date:  

Assignee:  % Done: 0%

Category: Text formatting Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Target version:    

Resolution:  Affected version: 2.5.2

Description

1. Item 1

Some text

#_ Item 2 (counting continued from the last Item, with the #_ marker)

Some text

#_ Item 3 (counting continued from the last Item, with the #_ marker)

Each item should be rendered as 1, 2, 3, but this is not happening.

Related issues:

Related to Redmine - Defect #6992: wrong list number after table New 2010-11-27

Related to Redmine - Feature #18397: Outline numbering New

Related to Redmine - Defect #24396: Continuing_a_list_item_after_a_sub-item Closed

History

#1 - 2014-11-03 00:42 - Toshi MARUYAMA

- Related to Defect #6992: wrong list number after table added

#2 - 2014-11-20 12:24 - John Wilcox

Textile also specifies starting numbering from specified number like this:

!# Item 1 (ignore the exclamation mark)

random text

#4 Item 2

Result should look like this:

1. Item 1

random text

4. Item 4

#3 - 2014-11-20 12:40 - Toshi MARUYAMA

- Related to Feature #18397: Outline numbering added

#4 - 2015-08-07 19:00 - luk sak

hello, i was confronted with the same problem but i think, i managed to solve it (with space on the following line after "#"; "_" means a space, because

otherwise it would not display it riht):

written:

# first item

_description of the first item

# continuing the list with item 2

## this is item 2.2.   

if you want a break between for between example 1. and 2. (please mind, "_" is a space the linebreak is "&nbsp;"):
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# first item

_&nbsp;

# second item   

displays:

1. first item

description of the first item

2. continuing the list with item 2

1. this is item 2.2.

if you want a break between for example between 1. and 2. (please mind, "_" is a space the linebreak is " "):

1. first item

 

2. second item

i hope its not too late (and sorry i had to correct it several times), cheers

#5 - 2016-11-17 16:16 - Toshi MARUYAMA

- Related to Defect #24396: Continuing_a_list_item_after_a_sub-item added
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